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The line of pneumatic lifts, tilts, and lift and tilts is specifically engineered for the unique demands of industrial 
applications.  Rugged, powerful pneumatically activated devices for use at any workstation where shop air is 

available.  Southworth pneumatics can handle loads up to 4,000 lbs. with as little as 80 PSI.   
They require less maintenance than conventional lifts and tilters because they have fewer moving parts. Also 

with pneumatics, there is no risk of any contaminants in the production process. 
 
 
 Pneumatically actuated >>>>   Less maintenance and generally more dependable than 

                                                                       conventional hydraulic lifts (less moving parts) 
                                                                                                  

 No hydraulics >>>>    Avoids the potential of hydraulic spills (EPA friendly) 
 
 Extra wide base >>>>     For increased stability throughout the travel range  

       of both the lift and the tilter  
                                                                                                  

 Built-in safety relief >>>>   Prevents a dangerous “over pressure” condition in 
       loading applications 
 
 Built-in flow restrictor >>>>   In the unlikely event that an airline is severed, the rate of 

descent is controlled 
 

 (2) Two pneumatic systems >>>>  Separate, tried and true, industrial air bags provide 
       dependable power – no special valving to troubleshoot 
       or go bad  
 
 No electrical connection >>>>   Easy installation and no electrical issues with power 

                                                                           cords laying on the floor 
 

 Upper and lower roller retainers >>>>  Roller retainers are provided so platform cannot “tip up” 
                                                                                 under unusual dynamic load conditions 
                                                                                                                                                
 Full width - straight through axles >>>> Increases stability and tracking throughout the 
                                                                                  travel range 
 
 Pins, rollers and bushings >>>>   All bushings are lubricated-for-life  
 
 Full profiled scissors legs >>>>   Maximum thickness where it is needed - at            

       the main axle pin 
 
 One year parts and labor warranty >>>> One of the strongest warranties in the industry - 
                                                                            backed by reputation 
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